
DNA Sequencing



Process of determining exact order of nitrogenous bases is 
called DNA sequencing
In July 2000, two major American labs working on Human 
Genome Project (HGP) announced that 99% of our genes 
had been sequenced
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1. A single stranded DNA template (to be sequenced)

DNA Sequencing

2. Radioactively labeled DNA primer

3. DNA polymerase

HGP uses an automated process based on Sanger Dideoxy 
Method to sequence DNA

Five components are needed for this technique:

4. Nucleoside triphosphates

5. Radioactively labeled dideoxy analogues

Utilizes process of DNA replication



Sanger Dideoxy Method
Step 1
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DNA to be sequenced is treated so that it becomes 
single stranded (single stranded DNA template)



Step 2
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Short, single stranded radioactively labeled primer is 
added to 3’ end of DNA template

Sanger Dideoxy Method



Small amount of a different radioactively labeled dideoxy 
analogue (either ddATP, ddGTP, ddCTP or ddTTP)

Step 3

Each contains DNA polymerase and all four nucleoside 
triphosphates (dATP, dGTP, dCTP and dTTP)

Thousands of identical copies of “primed DNA template” 
are placed in 4 reaction tubes 

ddATP ddGTP ddCTP ddTTP

Sanger Dideoxy Method



Step 4
Double stranded fragments that form in 4 reaction tubes 
are separated by length (using gel electrophoresis)

ddATP ddTTPddGTP ddCTP
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Step 5
Pattern of bands formed on an autoradiogram can be 
used to decipher sequence of DNA template

X-ray Film

ddATP ddTTPddGTP ddCTP
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ddGTP
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ddGTP

Dideoxy analogues differ from normal nucleoside 
triphosphates in that they are missing an -OH group on 
3’carbon of their sugar units
Dideoxy analogues are radioactively labeled
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Dideoxy Analogues
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triphosphates dideoxy analogue



normal nucleoside 
triphosphates dideoxy analogue

-OH group 
missing

dideoxy 
analogue stops 

replication

DNA replication stops when a dideoxy analogue added

As a result of missing -OH group, DNA polymerase 
cannot join next nucleotide to dideoxy analogue

Dideoxy Analogues



Dideoxy analogues act as a chain terminator whenever 
it joins to DNA template
Since only a small fraction of available nucleotides in 
each reaction tube are dideoxy analogues, different 
lengths of double stranded DNA will form before chain 
termination occurs

Dideoxy Analogues



ddGTP joins to 
the second C

Reaction vessel that contains ddGTP, would produce 
these fragments of double stranded DNA:

ddGTP joins 
to the first C

ddGTP joins to 
the third C

ddGTP does not 
join to any C

Dideoxy Analogues



Running results of all four reaction tubes on same gel 
results in a pattern that can be used to determine 
sequence of DNA template

ddATP ddCTP ddTTP
Sequence can be read from an autoradiogram

ddGTP

X-ray Film
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Sequence shown on autoradiogram is compliment of 
DNA template
It is easy to deduce sequence of template strand
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Sequence DNA template strand!!!

ddATP ddTTPddGTP ddCTP3’

5’

Complimentary 
strand

GC
AA
GT
TC
AG
CG
GT

Template 
Strand

3’
CG
TT
CA
AG
TC
GC
CA
5’

Template Strand

3’  CGTTCAAGTCGCCA  5’


